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Dear DriveTrack Plus customer,
Greetings from HPCL!
Wishing you all a very Happy New Year
2022. We are delighted to share our
first Fully Loaded edition of this brand
new year.
Despite the pandemic, the current
market situation is not all that bleak
considering
the
outstanding
vaccination drive across our country.
We look ahead into the rest of the year
with optimism.
In this issue’s ‘Customer Speaks’
column, we feature two of our
esteemed customers – Ailsinghani
Transport
and
Esskay
Concast
Minerals. We also feature two of our
dealers - Chintamaniswar Filling
Station and Sunder Service Station, as
they talk about their long-standing
bonding with HPCL.
We have two interesting articles that
put the spotlight on the Indian logistics
sector and global commercial vehicle
industry. Both are must-reads.
In addition, we have updates on
Transporter Meets organized by our
regional teams at different locations
across the country during the last
quarter.
We hope you enjoy reading this edition.

We will be delighted to receive your feedback.
Please write to us at feedback@drivetrackplus.com.
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YOUR STORY : CUSTOMER SPEAKS

AILSINGHANI
TRANSPORT –
A STAUNCH HPCL
SUPPORTER
Shri. Pawan Ailsinghani, Director,
Ailsinghani Transport Pvt. Ltd, talks to the
Fully Loaded team about their fifteen-year
relationship with HPCL. Below are the
edited excerpts of the interview
Could you please give us a brief background about the journey
and current operations of Ailsinghani Transport?
We have been in the logistics industry for three generations. Shri.
Ajitsingh Ailsinghani and Shri. Danasingh Ailsinghani, our
visionary pioneers, founded the company in 1950 with two
vehicles. Today, we are responsible for the two key verticals of
cement and automobile carrier throughout India's north, south, and
west regions. We are the industry's largest cement logistics service
provider, working with all of the industry's main cement
manufacturers, including ACC, Ultra Tech, Ambuja, Shri Cement,
Dalmia, and many others. From loose cement to cement bags to
RMC travel mixers, it includes everything. For the cement segment,
we have over 3,500 vehicles across India, and for the car carrier
segment, we have 500 vehicles.
When did your relationship with HPCL begin and how has it
progressed thus far?
We have been associated with HPCL since 2006. I remember I was
instrumental in forging the relationship as soon as they had
launched the DriveTrack Plus card. We were one of the early
movers to join that program that offered rewards and also went
digital. Today the incentive stands at 0.75 per cent and HPCL
pumps have been a great help with these digital transactions.

I remember we used to withdraw a lot of cash earlier, across India
prior to the digital transactions. Now, apart from the fuel we are
also able to keep a track on the vehicle when they fill up at the
authorised HPCL outlets. Depending on this, we can predict
transit time and reach of the truck.
Are there any preferred outlets where your trucks fill up and
are you satisfied with the outlets?
Our truck fills up at various outlets in and around Navi Mumbai.
Since we have no issues related to fuel quality and quantity at all
these pumps and the transparency in mechanism is top-notch, we
have been quite frequent at these pumps. Our drivers feel
comfortable with the HPCL brand and the basic amenities offered
at the brand outlets go behind our continuous collaboration with
HPCL.
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You raised an important point about driver comfort. How do
you manage and retain drivers considering you have such a
large fleet in operation?
It’s a matter of pride that we have drivers working with us for 35
years. We know most of them by their names and do all the
necessary things required for them such as Mediclaim, ESIC, PFs
and regular health check-ups. All drivers got vaccinated at
company’s cost and we make sure all their basics - which an
employee could expect – is covered. Because of this we have never
faced driver shortage.
What is the average age of your fleets and how do you maintain
their optimum utilization?
The average age of our fleet is 6-7 years and we are a Tata Motors
loyalist. All our vehicles are from Tata Motors and are under
Annual Maintenance Contract (AMC) with them. The BS-VI
vehicles require proper scrutiny for fluid economy and we are
assessing it as the road side mechanics would not understand it any
which ways. Different drivers on different set of routes have mixed
reviews about their usage of new BS-VI trucks. We have taken
assistance from Tata Motors through their ‘Drona’ driver program.
What are Ailsinghani Transport’s medium- to long-term plans
and aspirations? Any feedback for HPCL on their services
and support?
By nature, I am aggressive and aspirational and if a segment
excites us and makes business sense, we will definitely plunge
into it. Reefer is one such segment that is on our mind and we
shall study if it is a viable long-term option.

Similarly, the influx of EVs in commercial vehicles appear
exciting. We are in advanced talks with an OEM to see if electric
retro fitment can be made viable on a truck. HPCL, it is learnt, is
also planning to expand with EV charging points which can be
beneficial to a lot vehicles that shall transition into electric. We've
discovered that these HPCL dealers and their workers are
completely in sync with the company’s brand message and honest
in their dealings with us to provide excellent services.
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ESSKAY CONCAST AND MINERALS
ELATED WITH HPCL’S CONSISTENCY
IN SERVICE & QUALITY
The 10-year-old coal transporter from Jharkhand is all praise for HPCL’s delivery. Fully
Loaded speaks to Shri. Sushil Kedia, Owner and Director, Esskay Concast and Minerals
Pvt. Ltd. about its decade-old relationship with HPCL.
Esskay Concast and Minerals Private Limited, a nonprofit organization established in 2011, has been a longstanding customer of HPCL in Jharkhand. Owned by the
Kedias, the company has been supplying coal to
numerous power plants in India.
Shri. Sushil Kedia, Director, says: “We have been in the
coal mining business ever since 2011 and supplying to
customers like Hindalco, Lalitpur Power Generation,
GVK Power, Punjab Power etc., and have been
deploying our machineries to extract coal. Every day we
transport close to 15,000 tonnes for which we hire
around 200 to 300 dump trucks. These vehicles deliver
coals till railway wagons and the coal is transported to
further destinations across the country.” A business that
must deliver key minerals on time must ensure that their
vehicle is committed and has a high uptime.
The company relies on HPCL to fuel its demanding oil
runs since it caters to a demanding customer. “We
needed a partner who could be counted on for quality
and quantity as well as time-bound credits, as we deploy
over 200 trucks per day. For us, HPCL performed
admirably in all three aspects. Our drivers are pleased
with the attention and promptness with which the
locations, where we fill our vehicles provide fuel”,
Kedia emphasizes. Kedia is a firm believer in the
facilities and dealers with whom they have a longstanding relationship.
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“HPCL's conscious attempts to make our
drivers feel at home and comfortable struck
us greatly. Even today, the practice
continues, with amenities such as
washrooms, baths, and resting places
available to our drivers while they wait is a
much-needed value- addition. That's why
we've always seen partnering with HPCL as
the best deal”, he reiterates.
Coal is used to create around 65 percent of
India's electricity. It is plentiful in the country
and is less expensive than other fuels such as
natural gas and liquid hydrocarbons. In order
to ensure speedy work and higher uptime,
Esskay Concast also utilizes Door-to-Door
Dispensing (DDD) Units at their sites. “Since
our core competency is removing coal and
transporting it to railway wagons, we value
time. In this case the DDD units that serves
us with Diesel and the dealers offering us
24X7 service is of a real help to our business
operating smoothly”, informs Kedia.
HPCL's consistency in service and
performance, as well as their customer
service, is praised by Esskay Concast. “We're
all on board with the HPCL's vision. The
blue and red color palette, as well as the
overall impression we obtain, are consistent
and transparent. We anticipate a stronger
partnership with HPCL as we continue to
grow. We are pleased with the DriveTrack
Plus card and the significant values it
provides us”, concludes Kedia.
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CHINTAMANISWAR FILLING STATION –
GROWING ROBUSTLY IN TANDEM WITH HPCL
In Bhubaneswar, Chintamaniswar Filling Station has been around for more than 4 decades
serving highway traffic. In all these years, Shri. Pravat Satpathy, Owner has never taken leave
from his pump as he is committed to serving his customers. He speaks to Fully Loaded with
passion for his business, with warmth for HPCL team and more so, with happiness for his retail
outlet which is able to support employment for people in his immediate society

66-year-old Shri. Pravat Satpathy is one
of the most successful HPCL dealers in
Bhubaneswar today. And Chintamaniswar
Filling Station on NH 16 is hard to miss.
The national highway connects Cuttack
with Puri and highway passersby make an
inevitable pit stop for at least once. Shri.
Pravat Satpathy opened the fuel pump
way back in 1976 on NH 5 when he was a
young chartered accountancy student with
barely any money in hand. Later in 2004,
he shifted it to NH 16 on his own plot of
land.
Pravat remembers the initial days fondly:
“One fine day I was passing by a closed
fuel outlet and I asked the gentleman there
if he knew who the land owner was.
Surprisingly, he was the land owner and
seeing my interest, he was extremely
delighted. I am happy to say that I am at
present the dealer of the same outlet."

He was at the right place at the right time
and hit a jackpot with the fuel business. If a
decade ago, Pravat was selling 200 KL
TMF or Total Motor Fuel, today it is
between 1000-1200 KL a month. The
robust synergy between HPCL and Pravat
has only strengthened as the years have
passed and that is why he has stuck with
HPCL in these many decades proving
himself to be a loyal customer.
He shares happily: “I have worked hard to
develop my fuel station with the help of
HPCL. I own 2 tankers that are of 20 and
24 KL capacity and daily I take 2 loads of
fuel to serve my customers. I have always
liked the cordial relationship shared with
HPCL. Earlier, the personal contact was
more but now the sales team is extremely
busy and I miss the frequent meetings
which used to happen before.” Be it a small
grievance like the need for replacing
broken nozzles or a major issue like
needing stock on an urgent basis to not lose
out on business, HPCL team has always
been there supporting him.
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He says: “During a severe cyclone some years
ago water seeped into the underground tanks.
The then regional manager and his deputy
coordinated the repair work, arranging for
stock and loading the underground tanks.
Then there was another time when I received
unconditional support from a regional
manager. One of my underground tanks got so
rusted that it began leaking. The moment he
came to know about the issue, he engaged a
team to repair it within 24 hours. Work began
promptly and he sat in my office from the start
of the work till it finished which took 30 hours
to finish.” Chintamniswar Filling Station has
always met the HPCL SOP guidelines and
Pravat takes great pride in it.
He shares: “Every morning a load arrives, we
test the fuel density and the tolerance. Never
has it happened that the density has shown
any mismatch with the standard provided by
HPCL.” Pravat is thankful that HPCL
continues quality maintenance and repair
work of the filling station because only then
safety and security of stock, personnel and the
business can be ensured. Pravat is one happy
man and envisions his business touching great
growth figures and he has only HPCL to thank
for it.
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SUNDER SERVICE
STATION – THREE
GENERATIONS OF
SUCCESSFUL
BUSINESS WITH HPCL
Three generations ago, in 1964, Shri. Mohinder Singh Narula
established Sunder Service Station in Faridabad district of
Haryana, by taking the dealership from HPCL. Today, his
grandson, Shri. Karanbir Singh Narula, is 15 years into the
business. Karanbir shares: “At that time, ours was just the 2 nd
or the 3 rd fuel station in the city. We have always been dealers
for HPCL. We supply fuel to those who own power generators –
like hotels, hospitals, factories or any other establishment. In the
previous decades, customers would come to us for fuel but today
we take the dispensing machine to their doorstep."
Becoming the highest fuel seller among all the oil marketing
companies (OMC) in the district of Faridabad is a milestone that
is not only difficult to achieve but also to maintain, especially in
today’s competitive world. Karanbir agrees and points out: “For
three generations, we have been associated with HPCL and
people trust us. It is all the hard work done by my father and
grandfather along with HPCL support.” In a month, Sunder
Service Station sells approximately 1100-1200 KL of both
petrol and diesel. Besides them, there are only a handful of other
outlets in the city who offer the facility of door-to-door
deliveries.

Sunder Service Station, based in
Faridabad, Haryana, has garnered the
distinction of being the highest fuel
seller among all the OMCs in the
district. Fully Loaded speaks with the
third-generation scion of the familyowned business, Shri. Karanbir Singh
Narula, to get the lowdown on the
synergy between the service station
and HPCL and how their company
retains its top position beating
competition consistently.
HPCL has created an easy business environment which Karanbir
and his team appreciate highly. Karanbir says: “We are on
friendly equation with each other. It is our hard work and
HPCL’s constant support and help which has led us to become a
successful and competitive service station today. When it comes
to door- to-door delivery, earlier it was offered only to a few
select clients. But today, the system has changed and it is more
organized. And again, Sunder Service Station received priority
by HPCL in installing the requisite infrastructure for door-todoor delivery."
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Over the years, with the help of HPCL we have adapted
to the changing business environment and that is the only
reason we are ahead of the competition.” And, it is a fact
which both parties – Sunder Service Station and HPCL –
take great pride in.
In this day of automation, HPCL has taken the lead once
again. Not only does automation eases processes, makes
them foolproof, but also helps removing challenges when
it comes to customer perception. In this day of
automation, HPCL has taken the lead once again. Not
only does automation eases processes, makes them
foolproof, but also helps removing challenges when it
comes to customer perception.

CV SALES TO CONTINUE
DOUBLE-DIGIT DRIVE NEXT
FISCAL ON INFRA THRUST
Commercial vehicle (CV) sales volume are
tipped to grow by 18-23% this fiscal, with
the third wave of the Covid-19 pandemic
not expected to materially impact the
ongoing recovery. The industry is poised to
sustain the double-digit volume growth next
fiscal also on continuing economic recovery
and infrastructure spending. Operating
margin, which is expected to be flat this
fiscal because of a material increase in raw
material prices, will expand sharply.

Karanbir agrees: “In the last decade, HPCL has gone big on automation
where it counts. They have automated the entire process of delivering the
product to the extent that we can can tap into a particular fuel dispensing
machine and know how much fuel has been sold. This fortifies our efforts to
be true to our customers the way we have always been and also throws a
positive light on HPCL.”
Karanbir shares: “HPCL helps us at every step. My queries and problems are
solved on a priority basis. If we have infrastructure reparation issues, or any
dispensing units need replacement – they are attended to by HPCL on an
urgent basis. Then, our tanker trucks are filled on a priority basis at the
depots.” With highest support that they get from HPCL, Sunder Service
Station effortlessly retains its status of being the highest seller of fuel among
all OMCs. It is truly a win-win for all stakeholders involved!

Says Pushan Sharma, Associate Director,
CRISIL Research: “Sales volume of
medium & heavy commercial vehicles
(MHCVs) is expected to grow 37-42% this
fiscal because of strong demand from the
infrastructure
segments
such
as
construction, roads, mining, steel and
cement. Volume in light commercial
vehicles (LCVs) is expected to rise 9-14%."
"Next fiscal should see sustained growth of
13-18% in CV demand because of improved
industrial activity and the government’s
thrust on infrastructure. But volume will still
be below fiscal 2019 levels he added.”

After peaking in fiscal 2019, CV
volume had fallen sharply by ~29%
and ~21% in fiscals 2020 and 2021,
respectively,
as
the
mobility
restrictions due to the pandemic
dented demand significantly.

The 5th edition of the Truck Trailer and Tyre Expo 2021 was held at Jaipur from September 3-5 and focused mostly on revival
post the pandemic-induced prolonged restrictions on movement. As trailer and allied parts manufacturers showcased their
latest offerings to stay relevant and realistic, most of them were observed to be attempting to make a fine balance between
market sentiments, customer needs and products offerings.

JAMNA AUTO INDUSTRIES – RENEWED FOCUS ON AFTERMARKET
Jamna Auto Industries (JAI) attracted a lot of attention at the show thanks to
the biggest booth that it occupied. The company has been able to put up a
great performance despite the pandemic by making profits and paying rich
dividends to shareholders due to their prudent business practices. “We have
been fortunate to manage our production capacities and commission orders
despite working at 27% utilisation. In the last 12 months we have reduced our
breakeven points from 50% to 20%. Even going by the order pipelines, which
have picked up steam post-July this year – and if we can evade a third wave
and control any other external forces – we shall see the volume picking up to
the levels of 2019 by the end of 2022,” informed Sunil Laroiya, President,
Jamna Auto Industries.

HINDALCO INDUSTRIES – INTRODUCING
INDIA’S FIRST ALUMINIUM TRAILER

Director Jay Kumar Mulchandani, revealed India’s
first all-aluminium freight trailer: “The aluminium
trailer at display is 50% lighter and weighs more
than 2.5 tonnes less than a comparable steel trailer.
Each trailer saves over 15,000 litres of fuel, emits
25 tonnes less green house gases (GHG) and
contributes to meeting BS-VI emission targets.
Furthermore, each trailer has the potential to carry
a corresponding extra load of 2.5 tonnes per trip.”

INDUTCH COMPOSITES – UNIQUE ‘ZERO JOINT’ REEFER BOX
Indutch Composites, a leading manufacturer
of highly engineered composite patterns,
moulds and components for OEM customers
in wind energy, mass transportation and
industrial equipment, showcased a unique
‘zero joint’ reefer container at the show.
Elaborating about their products and
technologies, Chandrasekhran Menon, Head
Business Development (Cold Storage
Transport), Indutch Composites, said: “For
the first time in India we are presenting a
single mould constructed reefer body without
any joint on a Mahindra Bolero Max pick-up.
The body is 9 feet long and 5.5 feet in height
and is made up of Light Resign Transfer
Moulding (LRTM) technology. The design
and body do not in any way compromise on
the need for powerful refrigeration and this
ensures higher productivity to the fleet
operators.”

HDTPL – FOCUS ON COMPETITIVE PRICING
HDTPL showcased the European design mechanical suspension to compete
with the price and product range available in the market. “Our customers will
be happy to purchase this mechanical suspension with leaf springs that comes
in two weight capacities of 14 tonnes and 16 tonnes. We also extend six
months’ warranty on the leaf springs. Apart from that we offer good quality
air suspension in lifting and non-lifting modules. Lifting will be operated by
air booster instead of air bellows. In air bellow along with the steel cylinder
we offer a guarantee of one year except for accidental defects,” informed
Partha Ghosh, Managing Director, HDTPL.
INTANGLES – POWER OF PREDICTIVE DATA
Intangles is on a mission to change the way businesses
operate by bringing everyone’s key performance
indicators (KPIs) on to a single platform. Everyone,
whether maintenance personnel, a driver, or an operation
staff member working anywhere in the world, can be
monitored at the owners’ fingertips. The performance of
the resources and vehicle fleet can be monitored in real
time. Swapnil Kumbhar, National Sales Manager,
Intangles, said: “We are focusing on a fleet’s Adblue
consumption, driver behaviour and fuel efficiency. A
fuel theft can be traced to the exact point where you can
determine how much fuel was taken from the vehicle,
where it was taken, and when it was taken.”

‘THEBOX’ – PIONEERING SAFETY
AND TRACKING FEATURES
Gurugram-based,
bootstrap
start-up
‘theBox’ founded by Vinamra Bajaj
showcased their capabilities towards a slew
of safety and tracking features for fleet
operators. The technologies that the
company offers covers GPS navigation with
SOS, telemetry (2g, 3g, 4g) tyre pressure
and wear-off indicator, fuel sensors, antitheft alarm, accident alert, engine cut-off,
battery back-ups and on-road assistance
with customer support. Vinamra said: “Our
product helps to reduce theft, shrinkage of
tyres and unauthorised driving."

AXESTRACK – DIGITAL
LOGISTICS SOLUTIONS
Axestrack, a leading provider of
digital
logistics
solutions,
demonstrated its ability to
provide end-to-end tailored
digital solutions. “Our solutions
are designed to meet not only the
current needs but also to address
the logistics industry’s futuristic
aspirations. All the while,
information is being transmitted
digitally from one system to
another,” explained Jagmeet
Singh, Chief Executive Officer,
Axestrack.

PSR TRUCK PRODUCTION INDEX FOR Q3 2021 FALLS 10.7%
A report by Chris Fisher, Senior Commercial
Vehicle Analyst at Power Systems Research
and Jim Downey, Vice President (Global Data
Products) at Power Systems Research
provides a forecast for medium and heavy
commercial vehicles around the world
The Power Systems Research Truck Production
Index (PSR-TPI) dropped from 131 to 117, or
10.7%, for the three-month period ended
September, 30, 2021, from Q2 2021. The yearover-year (Q3 2020 to Q3 2021) loss for the PSRTPI was 141 to 117, or 17%. Except for China, all
regions are expected to experience solid
commercial vehicle demand growth this year and
into 2022. Chinese heavy truck demand is
expected to decline this year primarily due to the
implementation of the China VI emission
regulations that adds cost to the vehicles but no
significant improvement in fuel economy. The
PSR-TPI measures truck production globally and
across six regions: North America, China, Europe,
South America, Japan and Korea and the
Emerging Markets. This data comes from OE
Link™, the proprietary database maintained by
Power Systems Research.
THE FOLLOWING ARE THE CONCLUSIONS
DRAWN FROM THE STUDY:

1. Global Index: Overall, medium, and
heavy truck demand will finish the year on
a strong note and continued strength is
expected into 2022. Ongoing supply chain
disruptions will continue to impact
production throughout 2021.
2. North America: While freight demand
continues to be strong particularly in the
consumer segment, the continued worker
shortage along with ongoing supply chain
disruptions is hurting vehicle production
across all segments.
The production disruptions are expected to
continue well into 2022. While the overall
economy is expected to remain strong
through next year, rising inflation will
continue to be a concern moving forward.

Except for China, all regions are expected to experience solid commercial vehicle
demand growth this year and into 2022. Chinese heavy truck demand is expected to
decline this year primarily due to the implementation of the China VI emission
regulations that adds cost to the vehicles but no significant improvement in fuel
economy.
3. Europe: During the first six months
of the year, European medium and heavy
commercial truck registrations improved
by 33.1% compared to the same period
in 2020. While truck order bookings
remain strong, Europe is facing the same
problems as other regions with various
supply chain disruptions. Most OEMs
have been forced to scale back
production due to a lack of components,
most notably, semi-conductor chips.
4. Greater China: Heavy truck
demand during the first half of the
year was strong primarily due to a
truck pre-buy ahead of the China VI
emission standard implementation in
July 2021. Medium and heavy
commercial vehicle production is
expected to decline by 21% this year
over 2020 before bottoming out in
2022.

5. South Asia: Medium and heavy
commercial vehicle production in
India is expected to reach 2,65,000
vehicles in 2021 which is an
increase of 63% over last year.
Slight demand growth in India is
expected in 2022 and 2023 before
declining in 2024 partially due to it
being an election year.
In India, the focus is moving
toward more infrastructure-related
spending which is good for the
vocational market. However,
increasing use of rail freight,
worker shortages and increasing
commodity prices will likely slow
truck demand during the next few
years.

Overall, medium, and heavy truck demand will finish the year on a strong note and continued strength is
expected into 2022. On-going supply chain disruptions will continue to impact production throughout the
rest of the year and well into 2022.

6. Japan and Korea:
Medium
and
heavy
commercial
vehicle
production in Japan and
South Korea is expected to
increase by 18% this year
over 2020. South Korean
production is expected to
increase by 24% this year
and Japanese production is
forecasted to improve by
17%. Earlier in the year,
Japan was hit particularly
hard by supply chain
disruptions.

7. South America: Medium and heavy commercial vehicle production is expected to increase by
48.8% this year over 2020 with truck production improving by 57.5%. Increased vaccinations
and an overall improving regional and global economy are driving the growth in vehicle demand.
However, continued supply chain disruptions are negatively impacting production and this trend
is expected to continue throughout the remainder of the year.
Power Systems Research has been tracking the production of engines and their use around the
world for 45 years. It is one of the leading companies in the world doing this research and building
these databases. It has many of the largest companies in the world as its customers, including John
Deere and Caterpillar who subscribe to its unique database and their facilities around the world
access PSR’s data and forecasts through the internet round-the-clock. PSR is based in St. Paul,
Minnesota, and has offices and analysts located around the world, from Brussels to Beijing and
Tokyo to Brazil, to help collect and analyse this data. The next update of the Power Systems
Research TPI will be in January 2022 and will reflect changes in the TPI during Q4 2021.

Medium and heavy commercial vehicle production in India is expected to reach 265,000 vehicles in 2021 which is an
increase of 63% over last year. Slight demand growth in India is expected in 2022 and 2023 before declining in 2024
partially due to it being an election year. In India, the focus is moving toward more infrastructure spending which is good
for the vocational market. However, increasing use of rail freight, worker shortages and increasing commodity prices will
likely slow truck demand during the next few years.

Customer Connect
TRANSPORTER MEET AT MORBI

Morbi district is in the state of Gujarat and is famous for its tiles
industries of which there are over 800 manufacturers and suppliers in
the region. 8-A National Highway from Wankaner to Morbi is flanked
by tiles factories. After 2012, new areas for tiles companies have
emerged such as Halvad Road and Jetpar Road. The polygonal region
between Jetpar, Morbi, Wankaner, and Matel make the world’s second
largest tiles cluster. This area, known as the Morbi tiles industry zone,
manufactures more than 80% of the total ceramic production of India.
This also makes Morbi one of the greatest transportation hubs for
carrying ceramic related products across the country, attracting
transporters from all regions including Rajasthan, Punjab, Haryana,
UP, and other South Indian states.

HPCL always focuses on customer engagement and has a
continuous engagement in terms of various marketing
activities and meets organized at this transport hub.
Continuing the trend, HPCL organized a Transporter Meet
at its newly-commissioned outlet, Aditya Petroleum. The
outlet has emerged at a very strategic location, LHS of
Morbi-Kandla Highway. The Meet was attended by 57
transporters in the presence of HPCL Officials Shri. Deepak
Rai, Chief Regional Manager Rajkot Region, Shri. Krishna
Barun, Sr. Manager - Retail Engg., Smt. Shraddha
Shrivastava, Manager-Marketing, Rajkot Region, Shri.
Lokesh Goel, Area Sales Manager Jamnagar Sales Area,
Shri. Romil Gupta, Asst. Manager - Marketing, Ahmedabad
Region, along with the Aditya Petroleum team. The
meeting commenced with a welcome speech by Shri.
Arvind Boricha from Aditya Petroleum, following which
Ms. Shraddha Shrivastava gave a brief presentation on
DriveTrack Plus Loyalty Card Program, explaining about
the value-added services, NBFC tie-ups and IDFC Bank &
ICICI Bank FASTag features. Shri. Romil Gupta presented
about the services and facilities at all outlets en route from
Morbi to South Gujarat. Shri. Deepak Rai addressed the
transporters and answered their queries. Towards the end of
the meet, three high-selling transporters namely Mahalxmi
Associates, Shree Ram Motors Transport Company and
Shahpura Manoharpura Roadlines were presented a token of
appreciation by Shri. Rai with which the successful and
engaging meet ended.

TRANSPORTER MEET AT BARASAT
HPCL organized a Transporter Meet on 8
November 2021 for transporters on NH34 and
NH35 under the East Zone to fortify their
relationship with the fleets and to explore the
possibility of further expanding their
engagement with them. The Meet saw the
participation of Shri. Nilanjan Sengupta,
DGM-LC&H, East Zone, Shri. Tapas Kumar
Bandopadhyay, Chief Manager-Key Accounts,
and Shri. Alok Kumar Harsh, Sales ManagerBarasat Sales Area, HPCL. Around 16 of
HPCL’s reputed and respected fleet customers
actively participated in the meet. Shri. Alok
Kumar Harsh started the meeting by
welcoming all the transporters, HPCL officials
and dealers. Shri. Nilanjan Sengupta, in his
introductory speech, described in detail about
the additional features and value-added
services in HPCL DriveTrack Plus loyalty
program i.e. Blackbuck Load board, Transport
Management System, Sadak Ka Sathi etc.

Shri
Tapas
Kumar
Bandopadhyay explained in
detail the payment mechanism in
DriveTrack Plus, which is
efficient
designed
for
management of fleet, through
greater control over fuel
consumption and operating costs.
He explained the benefits of HP
Pay and DriveTrack Plus
Programs in detail including
Insurance. He explained the
benefits of IDFC Bank FASTag.
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TRANSPORTER MEET AT LUDHIANA
HPCL’s Chandigarh Retail Region organized a Transporter Meet on 27
October 2021 at Ludhiana. The city of Ludhiana is a major transport hub
and industrial town of Punjab and North India. It is known for cycle and
cycle part manufacturing, fastener industry and hosiery manufacturing.
With a population of over 30 lakhs, the city is home to some of the
biggest customers of HPCL’s Chandigarh Retail Region including the
likes of Pristine Mega Logistics, Caravan Roadways and PCS Limited,
among others. The coordination and planning for the meet was done by
Shri. Kunal Kapoor, Asst. Manager Ludhiana SA-I, and Shri. Vivek
Singh, Sr. Area Sales Manager-Ludhiana SA-II. Around 42 transporters
and 25 dealers participated in the event. The meeting started with an
address by Shri. Awadhesh Pandey, GM-Loyalty and Payment
Solutions–North Zone, followed by a session by Shri. Aditya Anand, Sr.
Manger-Vigilance, who briefed about vigilance awareness week and its
importance, the theme and role of vigilance in maintaining health of the
company’s network.

Transporter meet held at Sankagiri
A transporters’ meet was organized on 22nd December 2021
at Sankagiri under Salem RRO. Transporters were invited
from Sankagiri, Namakkal, Thiruchengode and Bhavani.
Many delegates from HPCL and major association heads
attended the event. The meeting was organized with the
agenda that Karnataka HSD RSP is Rs. 8.3 cheaper than that
of Tamil Nadu after the price revision by Karnataka State
Government. Hence, many transporters prefer filling at
Karnataka as much as possible.
Several dealers from all over Karnataka attended the meeting
and they were given opportunity to speak about their outlets
and services offered by them. Dealers were also advised
beforehand to get some pamphlets describing services and
route map of the outlet. One to one interaction happened with
dealers and transporters. About 60 transporters attended the
event, making it a grand success.

TRANSPORTER MEETS AT ALWAR AND AJMER
HPCL conducted two Transporter Meets – one at Sarita
Filling Center, Kithoor (Alwar district) on 8 December
2021 and another at Ajmer on 16 December 2021. The first
meeting was attended by prominent customers from around
the area. There was a detailed discussion on insurance
benefits of the DriveTrack Plus program as well as the
digital incentive of 0.75% that the program offers, IDFC
Bank FASTag benefit of 0.75% instant cashback and HP
Pay benefits for retail purchases. The event also included a
brief discussion on HPCL products such as DEF and lubes
while HPCL automation system and its benefits were also
explained.
The Ajmer meet was presided over by Shri. Sumit Gupta,
Senior Manager Marketing, along with Shri. Namo
Narayan Meena, Area Sales Manager – Ajmer Sales Area,
HPCL. The meeting was attended by around 40 reputed
customers from in and around the area. In addition to
discussions pertaining to benefits of the DriveTrack Plus
program, insurance benefits, IDFC Bank FASTag benefits,
the attendees were also explained about the various fuel
financing options available with HPCL such as STFC,
SFL, TMFL and HLFL.

The logistics Industry in India has evolved significantly over the last decade. The sector has been in-step
matching the dynamic requirements of the modern consumer and varied customers both small and
large scale. As digitization takes the hold, new technologies and collaborative business model have
helped in changing the business landscape, meeting evolving customer expectations and setting new
trends. The broad trends can be defined as follows:
Growing e-commerce industry
Increasing demand from E-commerce players is boosting
requirement of fulfilment centers across India. Also,
logistics companies are reducing the e-commerce risk by
making sure that right products are delivered to the right
customer at the right time. Both play a key role by allowing
each other to grow.
Demand for cold chain

Digital payment ecosystem
There has been a manifold increase in digital payments post Covid-19.
To give a further boost, the Government earmarked Rs. 1,500 crores for a
scheme to incentivize digital payments which will help speed up the dayto-day operations for logistics.
Decentralizing supply chain
To improve the supply chain efficiency, companies are looking to
decentralize its logistics base. This will help them get proximity to the
clients, while improving overall flexibility in handling more local,
shorter supply chains and the general inventory. It will also safeguard
companies from unforeseen disruptions such as natural disasters, political
instability, pandemic, or any other similar events impacting the supply of
goods. This, in turn, will create more opportunities, paving the need for
increasing logistics hubs.
Third party logistics (3PL)
Post pandemic most companies are focusing on core businesses and
choosing to outsource warehousing operations. This makes way for thirdparty logistics (3PL) companies that can provide wholesome logistics
solutions. The uncertainty arising due to the COVID-19 pandemic and
companies’ ambition to focus on regaining the market will further push
the development of the 3PL segment. This will also help companies to
maintain “Asset Light” model with the cost of “Working Capital” being
deployed to mainstream business helping in improving the overall
profitability. Investors today have become increasingly concerned about
the global environmental issues particularly climate change. Therefore,
long-term investors are likely to invest in stocks and funds having strong
environmental, social and governance (ESG) structure.

The cold chain sector is termed as the sunrise sector, and
the Government is making continuous efforts by
implementing favorable policies such as providing
infrastructure status to cold chain industry, profit-linked tax
holiday, priority sector lending status and lower GST.
Organized retail and food service industries have emerged
as new cold chain segments, primarily due to changing
consumption patterns. Demand for a large variety of fresh
fruits and vegetables, dairy products, meats and poultry
products and other temperature sensitive commodity has led
to a rise in cold chain infrastructure. Increased internet
penetration and disposable revenue income has expanded
the demand for cloud kitchens. With the proliferation of Egrocers and food tech players there is a growing trend for
cold storage spaces and cloud kitchens.

Sustainable supply chains
Sustainable supply chains are at the core of every country’s
policy given the urgency of environmental challenges. The
use of connected technologies to collect and share data in
real time, logistics players can help drivers reduce fuel
consumption and contribute to the greater good of a nation.
Most deliveries are still running on combustion engine
vehicles, which are a proven source of carbon emissions,
constituting 30% of particulate pollution in the metros. The
logistics companies can also shift to electric vehicles (EVs),
which can help the sector contribute towards a greener
tomorrow.

Major Opportunities

Formalization of the logistics industry

Domestication & redesign of supply chains

The logistics industry is heading towards being organized. This will not
only result in reduction of overall costs but will also enhance competencies.
The organized logistics industry will be able to attract more players and
higher investments from other sectors. This will aid in building
infrastructure, adopting latest technologies and digitization into the system.

Post Covid-19, the relationship of the West with China has
turned quite sour. It led them to look at India as a sourcing
partner for goods and become a substantial alternative for
imports from China. With strict quality control, availability
of cheap labour, English-speaking and skilled workforce,
India has the advantage of penetrating faster in this space.
Rising trade
The bottlenecks resulting out of the pandemic are easing out
gradually, leading to increase in industrial output, which is
backed up by products’ demand across the globe. This has
streamlined India’s trade flow fast, as there has been surge
in domestic export & import in the 2nd half of FY 2020-21.

Increasing demand for warehousing
At present, the demand for the warehousing spaces across
the country is largely being driven by three aspects. First,
entry of several foreign players because of eased FDI rules
and flexible labour laws. Second, expansion of domestic
industries in the country owing to Government’s visionary
ideas such as ‘Make in India’ and ‘Aatmanirbhar Bharat’.
Third, need for safety stocks to prevent stockouts, caused
by changes in customer demand, incorrect forecast, and
variability in lead times for raw materials.

The initiatives by the Government would also lead to formalization of the
logistics sector by laying down a basic framework for the operation of
logistics providers, promoting excellence, creating quality jobs and
livelihood opportunities. For example: Introduction of the E-Way bill
(electronic documentation aimed to track goods movement and prevent tax
evasion under GST) increased transparency, enhanced efficiency and
reduced the overall lead time to deliver goods.
Containerization
The boost in trade is translating into higher demand for containerization.
At present, India sources its entire container needs from China. There is a
container shortage on major liner routes causing delays in shipment of
export goods resulting in significant freight rate hikes. To overcome this,
India is looking to enter the container manufacturing sector, as the country
aims to give thrust to its exports. India’s Ministry of Ports, Shipping and
Waterways has already set up a committee to study the possibility of
manufacturing containers at Bhavnagar in Gujarat.

Atmanirbhar Bharat
With an aim of making the country independent and selfsustainable against the competition in the global supply chain, in
May 2020, the Government announced a special economic package
of ₹ 20 Lakhs Crores which is equivalent to almost 10% of India’s
GDP under Atmanirbhar Bharat campaign. The campaign has
cumulated to surge in warehousing demand especially in the
temperature-controlled warehousing space.

Customer Connect

TIMELY HELP FOR A LOYAL CUSTOMER
Mahesh Transport is a loyal Kotputli-based HPCL customer
enrolled under Gurgaon Region which owns a fleet of more than
1500 vehicles, associated mainly with the transportation for the
cement industry in Northern India. As a part of keeping its
loyalty program's promise of providing support to truck drivers
during tough times, HPCL has provided insurance coverage as
well as education benefit to the family of a deceased driver of
Mahesh Transport. A total amount of Rs 5,12,000/- which
includes insured value of accidental death claim and child
education benefit has been deposited into the account of the wife
of the deceased driver. On 23rd Oct 2021, Shri. Awadhesh
Kumar Pandey, GM-Highway Retailing and Loyalty & Payment
Solutions, North Zone, met and consoled the members of the
bereaved family at the customer’s office in Kotputli, Rajasthan.
The timely disbursement of this insurance claim shows that
HPCL not only assures but also delivers on its promises. This
disbursement has created a long-term bond between HPCL and
the customer as well as fulfilled our promise to customers.

CUSTOMER MEET HELD AT
UDAIPUR
A Customer meet was organized on 2nd June in the Udaipur Region
to strengthen customer relationship. The meeting was attended by
Shri. Vineet Pohani – DGM Retail, Udaipur Region, Shri. Prakash
Bharuntia – Chief Manager Marketing, Jodhpur Region, Shri. Gaurav
Jain – Senior Manager (Retail Sales), Udaipur Region, and
Customers/Transporters like Burla Roadlines, Chetak Enterprise,
Deep Darshan Minerals, Vishwakarma Roadlines and Global
Enterprises, etc.

During the meeting, a presentation was given on Loyalty
Program by Shri. Bharuntia on various aspects of DriveTrack
Plus program and its value added services. Topics such as
control card and user card, reward structure, insurance,
DriveTrack Plus portal, credit pouches of ICICI/HDFC Banks
and information about value added services such as Transport
Management Sysytem, Sadak Ka Sathi & Blackbuck Loadboard
were covered. Some of the dealers gave presentations on Retail
Outlet profile and benefits of mapping with them. Few
customers shared on their memorable experience with HPCL,
like Jay Jwala Trailor's Shri. Rajkamal, Chetak Enterprises'
Shri. Lokesh and Global Logistics' Shri. Anuj among others.

Transporter Meet held in Shivpuri, Bhopal
The event held on 22nd Oct 2021 was attended by 40
Transporters from the Shivpuri Market and also by IDFC Bank
officials. A presentation was given to the transporters on features
and benefits of DriveTrack Plus programs by Shri. Vaibhav
Mittal, Marketing Officer of Jabalpur Region. Finally a
presentation was given by Shri. Nishnat Gupta of IDFC Bank on
the IDFC Bank FASTag Platform.

CES 2022 – MAKING FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION
GREENER, SAFER & EFFICIENT
Billed as the most influential technology show in the world, the Consumer Electronics Show held
at Las Vegas recently registered rapid progress in technologies towards complete electrification
and autonomous operations of Class 8 heavy trucks and delivery vehicles meant for last-mile ecommerce applications in the international markets.
With the returning of CES from virtual mode to live event format
this year, excitements had hit new levels among tech professionals,
manufacturers, and enthusiasts of consumer electronic products
across the globe. As an influential platform to exhibit and explore
technologies of the future, CES, in recent years, have become an
inevitable show that none of them can afford to miss. The show has
also emerged big on automotive and mobility solutions, thanks to
the massive invasion of electronics and connected technologies into
vehicle engineering and operations in this century.

More than 200 of the 2,200-odd exhibitors were focused on
commercial transportation, with a shared vision to make trucking
and cargo delivery greener, safer, and efficient, including vehicle
makers and EV startups, developers of self-driving vehicle
technologies, and connected fleet-management solution providers.
From battery-powered Class 8 semi-trucks to last-mile delivery
vehicles, on the one hand, and autonomous driving capabilities to
connected location technologies on the other, the show marked
latest innovation and technological trajectory for the segment.

Here are the top 10 news makers concerning freight transportation from the CES 2022 event:
PACCAR taking the tech lead

BrightDrop electric delivery vehicle

Electric Last Mile Solutions (ELMS)

Peterbilt 579 with ‘Aurora Driver’ autonomous system

DAF XG+ with connected technologies

FPT Industrial & Nikola

Lilee Systems

RR.AI AutoDrive system

Kenworth T680E with PACCAR battery charger

TuSimple’s Autonomous Freight Network

HP Fuel Connect

ALLIED AUTO SERVICES – EXCITED WITH
PROSPECTS IN DOOR-TO-DOOR DISPENSING
The Nomani’s, who have been running an HPCL outlet as ‘Allied Auto Services’ in Bhiwandi since
1974, are excited at the prospects of Door-to-Door Dispensing (DDD) unit. They were the firsts of
the HPCL dealers in January 2021 to get the bowser manufactured and start institutional fuel
distribution in the region around NH3 in Bhiwandi, North Mumbai.
Says Shri. Sadique Ali Nomani, Partner, Allied
Auto Services: “When HPCL approached us
with this novel concept, we found it quite
intriguing and thought it had a lot of promise.
Ours was the first bowser in the ThaneBhiwandi area, and like any new business, we
faced initial resistance in attracting new clients
because the concept was new to them and they
hadn't seen or heard of anything like it. Many
people have wondered how door-to-door fuel
delivery is possible without sacrificing quality or
quantity. But, over time, we were able to resolve
all of the client's questions and issues, and we
were able to generate good sales through our
bowsers. We started with one bowser in January
2021 and received such positive feedback that
we had to add another bowser in Dec 2021.”
Bhiwandi, and especially NH3 has a good HSD
(High Speed Diesel) potential. Today, Allied
Auto services have been clocking a current daily
limit of 1000 litres. Nasir Ali Nomani, son of
partner Mansoor Ali Nomani, informs: “We're
putting up an efficient distribution network with
door-to-door diesel delivery for people who can't
acquire diesel from a Petrol Pump. Our
distribution strategy is to ensure that no fuel is
wasted due to spillages, or pilferage, as well as
to decrease environmental harm."
"Our targeted customers are clients working in
cement industry, vehicles involved in stone
crushing, generators and railways. Within a year,
we have reached an uptake of 1000 litres/day
with our dispensing units and we have ordered
for the second dispensing unit”, he added.
LEGACY TO LEVERAGE
HPCL has a great brand value and half the battle
is won when an authorised bowser of HPCL
along with a credible dispensing unit visits a
client’s place for Diesel delivery. Adds Nasir:
“Apart from our own association with HPCL
since 1974, the trust factor for customer gets
cemented when they see an HPCL authorised
vehicle bringing them quality fuel."

"We have also ensured that the bowser is built as per the guidelines framed by
PESO. We have chosen the Ashok Leyland BSVI ECOMET 1015 and trusted the
Pune based Repos Energy to deliver us the best quality fuel bowser”, he shared.
Allied Auto Services has also immensely benefitted from various schemes extended
by HPCL from time to time. HP Pay App and DriveTrack Plus card have been an
easy option to engage customers for many HPCL dealers and it has only yielded in
retaining and growing customer base.
“Many use the HP Pay App and the DriveTrack card,” says Nasir. At the outlet,
Allied Auto Services have Petrol, Power Petrol and Diesel. “We have 8 nozzles for
petrol, 2 for Power and 4 for Diesel,” shares Sadique. “Good customers need quality
and not credit; they can help us create volume if served on time. The increasing
acceptance of DDD in our region will help us generate the much-needed volume.
We have created a WhatsApp group for all our institutional customers requiring
Diesel at door step so that the orders and routes can be recorded prior to
commencing the journey”, concludes Sadique.
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